Introduction.
The equations studied in this paper arise in the probability treatment of diffusion problems and were first introduced by Kolmogoroff [l] (2) . Kolmogoroff showed that under certain conditions the probability density of a system with 2n degrees of freedom satisfies a parabolic differential equation of Fokker-Planck type. The ordinary Fokker-Planck equation in 2» dimensions is " d2M » / du du\ du (1.1) 2L aU '-h £;\%i-r-«<-■ ) + au-{-=0 (a¿,-= a,¿) i,¡ dXidXj i \ dyi dXi/ dt ay, a,, a are functions of x, y, t. It is degenerate in the sense that the second derivatives in y do not appear in the equation. The 2w-dimensional space is the phase space of a system, where y is the position and x the velocity vector. For a more recent discussion of stochastic processes giving rise to equations of that type, see S. Chandrasekhar [2] . The more general equation represents a continuous one-to-one mapping of the £, r¡, r-plane on the x, y, tplane. Here the relation between the position 77 and the velocity £ is given by r}i = bi.
The construction of a solution of (1.1) depends on the determination of the fundamental solution. It is the purpose of this paper to obtain the fundamental solution of (1.1) for any given open region R of phase space under THE FUNDAMENTAL SOLUTION OF A PARABOLIC EQUATION certain conditions on the coefficients; these conditions will be given in §3.
(The region R is not necessarily bounded, it may cover the whole phasespace.) Our development follows closely the methods of Feller [3] and Dressel [4; 5] , going in some essentials back to Gevrey [6; 7] .
Notations. Throughout the text the following notations are used: When there is no misunderstanding multiple integrals will be indicated by a single integral sign. We shall write dx and dy for dxi ■ ■ ■ dxn and dyi ■ • • dyn respectively. Integration with respect to / will always be indicated separately. The notation x will be used for Xi • • • x" and similarily y, ¿j, 77, ¡x, v represent points in «-space. All summations, unless otherwise indicated, extend from 1 to n. 2. Definition of the fundamental solution and the problem of uniqueness.
Let (1,1) be defined over some open region R in phase-space (x, y) and for toikt'èti, with uniformly bounded and continuous coefficients an, ait a. Let dan/dxi be uniformly bounded and continuous. We define the fundamental solution m of (1.1) by the following three properties: (I) For ¿o = ¿ <r^ixand each pair of points (x, y) and (£, 77) in R, u(x, y, t; £, r¡, t) is a regular solution of (1.1), that is, it possesses, as a function of (x, y, t), the continuous derivatives occurring in equation (1.1).
(II) For x=%, y = r¡, t = r the function u(x, y, t; £, 77, t) possesses a singularity such that for every subregion D of R and every continuous bounded function f(x, y) 
defines the adjoint to (1.1). In §3 we shall give sufficient conditions on the coefficients of (1.1) to ensure the existence of a fundamental solution. These conditions will automatically entail the existence of a fundamental solution of (2.2).
We shall now give a uniqueness theorem for the fundamental solution, provided R is the entire phase space 2) in the variables £, r¡, and r and as a consequence is uniquely determined.
Proof. The proof is omitted because it follows the same lines as for the ordinary parabolic equation (cf. Dressel [5] ).
Corollary. We assume that in R and for to^t^ti the coefficients of (1.1) satisfy the following conditions: (a) The functions daa/dt, d2aij/dxkdxe, daf/dxk, ait a, daa/dyk satisfy a local Lipschitz condition of order 7, 0<y, and are uniformly bounded.
(b) The characteristic roots of the symmetric matrix ||a¿jj| are positive and uniformly bounded both above and away from zero.
Let Aik denote the cofactor of aik divided by the determinant A. Because of condition (b), A is bounded above and below and so are the characteristic roots of 11-4«¿||• Then as an immediate consequence of (b) we have: We now proceed to prove the following theorem.
Theorem 2. Under assumptions (a) and (b) there exists a fundamental solution of (1.1). In case R is the entire phase space this fundamental solution is unique and satisfies equation (2.2).
We need some preliminary results:
The equation
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given by Kolmogoroff [l] , which satisfies all the conditions in §2. We use this function in the construction of the first approximation of the fundamental
Rik(x, y, t; £, 77, t) = --- <£(x, y, /) is defined by fax, y, t) = lim I (X -t)-2"
•exp -X) ^**(*. y, l)Rik(x, y, t; ft, v, X) d¡xdv.
(3.8) Ç is a small square centered in the point x. By a simple change of variable this limit can be shown to exist. By Lemma 1 and assumption (a) it follows that <f> is a continuous function bounded away from zero and differentiable with respect to all its variables.
In the following we shall determine a function/(/i, v, X; £, 77, t) such that the fundamental solution of ( To shorten the formulas we omit the variables on which depend U,f, Vo; they are to be found explicitly in (3.10). A( means an increment where t alone is varied. The part of 7i for which the space integral extends over R -Q tends to zero with At. The remaining integral, with the space integration over Q, tends to -f(x, y, t)<j>(x, y, t), because of the definition of <¡> and the continuity of/ in the point (x, y, t). Ii can be split up into three parts, the first an integration over R -Q and from t + At tor -e, the second integrated over Rand fromr-e to t, and the third over Q and from t-\-At to r -e, where r -t>t-\-At and e>0. In the first two integrals we can pass to the limit At-»0 under the integral sign. Proof of (3.12). Let e>0 and t+e<T-e. We form the ratio AyU/Ayk and split the integration from í tor into three parts, from r-e tor, t-\-e to r -€, and t to ¿+e, thus obtaining three integrals of which the first two are regular. In these the limit can be taken under the integral sign. The third can be transformed into d\ [f{p, v, X) -f{x, y, I) ] -ÎÎ-dpdv + fix, y,t) d\ \ --dpdv. We let Ayk->0 and obtain d\ I -X --RieVodpdv. where Vo denotes the function obtained from Vo(x, y, t; y, v, X) by replacing the xm occurring in Aik(x, y, t) by xm and the xm elsewhere by xm+Ax. To the first integral apply the mean value theorem and pass to the limit under the integral sign. It is easy to see that this integral tends to zero with e. In the other integral write for f(y, v, X) the sum \f(y, v, \)-f(x, y, t)]-\-f(x, y, t) and in this way obtain two integrals. Because of the Lipschitz condition on/, we can pass to the limit under the first integral. This integral then tends to zero with e. In the second integral 72 we introduce the variables ym=ym-Ax, vm=vm -2Çk -t)Ax. Writing Q' for those integration limits in the integral which remain unchanged, we obtain. We are now ready to construct f{p, v, X; £, rj, r) of formula (3.9) as the solution of the integral equation fix, y,t;t, n, t) I is less than or equal to the integral obtained by replacing R by the whole phase-space S. We also know that the function defined in (3.5) satisfies the corollary of Theorem 1. Now the integral over 5 is nothing but a product of integrals as in (2.4) and therefore we get -exp -d2Y¿Gk(xi , y, t; y,v,\)]\.
We split E into two parts according to (Ill) According to (3.19 ) we see that u(x, y, t; £, 77, r) and
xtu(x, y, t;%, 77, t) are absolutely integrable. Differentiation of (3.9) shows that du/dxk are bounded. Hence the results of §2 apply to our fundamental solution.
To illustrate the use of the fundamental solution we consider an initialvalue problem. If R is the whole of phase space, the following simple problem can be solved: given a continuous bounded function \p(x, y) there is for i>0 a unique solution of equation (2.2) satisfying lim u(x, y, t) = fax, y), I->0 provided that both u and du/dxk are bounded and we have *(É, vMt, V, t; x, y, t)d%dn.
-00 (3.22 ) is easily obtained by use of Green's formula. Uniqueness is consequence of the fact that for 1^ = 0, u = 0. It is obvious that the restrictions on u and du/dxk can be relaxed, because of the fact that u(x, y, t\ £, 77, r) decreases exponentially as well as du/dxk for large values of the coordinates.
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